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Abstract—This project aims to build a music recommender
system by utilizing the temporal features present in a user’s track
history. We experiment with several methods, with the first being
a session-based temporal graph (STG) with link prediction and
the second being a RNN with node embeddings. These methods
were compared against our baseline, which was a k-Nearest
Neighbors implementation. Overall, we see that the STG was
able to leverage the structure of the graph and performed better
than both the RNN and the baseline.

I. INTRODUCTION

Our goal is to build a recommender system for music
suggestions given a user’s music and listening history. We plan
not just to recommend music based off of songs that the user
has listened to. We also want to explore and introduce new
features, such as a temporal element, to issue finer-grained
recommendations based off of what a user has listened to
throughout their entire listening history. This is because we
believe that a user’s song preference can change over time.
So while we do want to factor in the number of repeats of a
song, we also want to take into account the recentness of the
play, as well as the songs in the user’s “current” rotation. In
our project, we experiment with multiple methods for music
recommendation, beginning with k-Nearest Neighbors, to a
Session-Based Temporal Graph with Link Prediction (STG),
and then a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN).

II. MOTIVATION

There are two main motivations for this project. The first
motivation is technical. Recommender systems are very hard to
build correctly. Using temporal data is even harder as people’s
tastes and preferences can be very dynamic. Representation
is therefore very important. We therefore wish to explore
the impact of graphical models of representing this sort of
information and see if it can work well with a large dataset.

The second motivation is from a musical perspective.
Music is an impactful and huge industry; many companies
are currently working on building more accurate and robust
recommender systems. Therefore, this is a very active field to
be involved in, and there is a lot of data that we can work
with to build such systems.

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION

We aim to be able to suggest the appropriate track for a
user at a certain time, given their previous listening history
and other users’ listening habits. We can define this task as
the following: Given a user u and listening history G, output
track t. To be specific, we will construct networks for both
STG’s and RNN’s and then use that structure either directly
or indirectly to predict temporal information.

IV. RELATED WORK

Below are papers we believe to be relevant to the goal of
our project, which is to build a recommender system involving
temporal methods.

A. The Times They Are a-Changin’: Evolving Communities in
a Musician Network

This paper aims to investigate dynamic community de-
tection algorithms in the musician network and to compare
them with the usual algorithms for static networks. To do
so, the paper explores three different algorithms: the Clauset-
Newman-Moore (CNM) Algorithm, FacetNet Evolutionary
Clustering, and Density-Based Evolutionary Clustering with
DBSCAN. The CNM algorithm iteratively merges pair of
clusters that result in the largest increase in modularity, where
modularity is defined as
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Once merging results in a decrease of modularity, the algo-
rithm ends. The FaceNet Evolutionary Clustering Algorithm
aims to minimize a cost function

cost = α · CS + (1− α) · CT

where CS measures how well a community structure fits
the graph at time t and where CT measures the consistency
between the community at time t and the community at time
t−1. Finally, the Density-Based Evolutionary Clustering with
DBSCAN focuses on smoothing the network provided as input
instead of smoothing the final clustered communities. The
network is created by using a structured similarity metric
defined as

σ(v, w) =
|N(v) ∩N(w)|√
|N(v)| · |N(w)|



In order to evaluate the effectiveness of each algorithm, the
paper uses different quantitative metrics to analyze the static
network (modularity), dynamic network (Rand Index), and
artist similarity within communities (Artist Term Similarity
with Jaccard). Overall, this paper relates to our project through
its investigation of communities and clustering in the musician
network. Given our interest in a music recommendation system
and temporal analysis, this paper also provides us insight on a
proper baseline with its clustering and community detection.

B. Building Music Recommender Systems with Graph-based
Method

This paper attempts to build and evaluate multiple music
recommendation systems through multiple techniques. The
authors experiment with three different methods: a latent-
factor model, an item-rank model, and a graph-based model.
Their findings show that the graph-based model is the most
effective recommendation system. In order to complete the
task, the authors first obtained their dataset by crawling a mu-
sic provider, making sure to collect user-liked songs and their
attributes (user ID, song ID, and artist ID). With this data, they
then first trained a predictor of the form like(user, song) ≈
α+βuser+βsong . They then experimented with an Item-Rank
method, where they ranked every song with respect to each
user. Finally, they experimented with multiple graph-based
models, where each graph was constructed utilizing different
features in the data (a couple are listed below):

• Path Number Based Model: Every “Song” is a node and
every “User” is a node. An edge represents that a user
likes the song.

• Path Number Based Model With Artist: A similar struc-
ture as before, but include an “Artist” node, which will
connect song nodes together. The way they differentiate
between the two types of edges is unclear.

Overall, this paper relates to our project through its attempt
at building a recommendation system through a graph-based
method. While, the authors believe they achieved unsatisfac-
tory results, the paper still provides us more insight on finding
a proper song track dataset with features that fulfill our needs.
The paper also offers various evaluation methods, such as
precision-recall scores and F1 scores, which could be put to
use in our project as well.

C. Temporal Reccs on Graphs via Long- and Short-term
Preference Fusion

This paper focuses on building a “Session-based Temporal
Graph” (STG) that aims to model long and short term
preferences. One key technical contribution is how they create
the STG. Originally, the dataset they used had data organized
in the form of <user, item, time>. While it might
seem intuitive to represent this data as a tri-partite graph,
the authors instead argued that time is a local dimension.
Therefore, it should not be used to compare across all users.
That is, rather than correlating users and items to a particular
time, they believed that it was more useful to correlate users
during a specific time to an item. In that sense, transformed

the original tuple into two tuples: <user, item> and
<session, item>. Time is divided into bins and users
are tied to bins to form a session. A directed graph is then
created. Users are linked to items, which are then linked to
sessions. A user u1 might look at items i1, i2, which are then
tied to various sessions connected to u1. The graph is also
weighted depending on the long-short term interaction.

For their recommender system, the authors used personalized
random walks on the STG. By starting random walks on the
user nodes and letting everything propagate, they can predict
long-term recommendations. This is because the user node
has edges not to time but just to the items. Therefore, it would
consider items based off of overall interest. Meanwhile, by
starting and propagating from session nodes, they can look at
short-term interests. This is because by starting at a particular
time node, it is possible to get interests based off of that
specific time depending on what nodes are connected to that
session. This strategy helps emphasize the power of the STG
as a model that corresponds to both general interests and
time-specific interests.

This paper ties well into the project; not only does it
talk about network representation, but they also cover
strategies (e.g., random walks, personalized PR) when
building their recommender system. Furthermore, we found
this paper useful because it tied recommender systems with
a novel representation of a network. The other papers do not
have an emphasis on a temporal network, which this paper
helps supplement. Although the examples used in this paper
do not focus on music, we still believe that we can apply a
similar STG framework to our own task.

V. DATASET

In this section, we describe the dataset we used, and how
we adapted it for each particular task.

A. Last.fm Dataset

For our task, we used datasets from the music website
Last.fm. These datasets contain the full listening history of
around 1000 users from Last.fm till May, 2009. The first
dataset utilized contains user and track information for each
track listened to, while the second dataset provides geograph-
ical and personal information on each user. This dataset not
only contains temporal information, but also also implicitly
contains information about how many times a user has listened
to a track.

• Track Data: The track dataset is organized such that
each entry contains tuples in the form of <userid,
timestamp, artistid, artistname,
trackid, trackname>. Details about this dataset
are summarized in Table I.

• User Data: The user dataset is organized such that
each entry contains tuples in the form of <userid,
gender, age, country, signup>. Note:
signup refers to the date that the user regsitered on



Characteristic Value
Avg Unique Listens/User 4651.75
Avg Total Listens/User 19252.88

Avg Listens/Song 4.14
Total Unique Songs 1503583
One Time Listens 2202029

TABLE I: Last.fm Track Dataset Details

Fig. 1: Plays over time of given song for User 01.

Last.fm. Through some data analysis, we saw that a
majority of the users were registered as early as 2005
and that ∼ 20% of the users (which is the majority)
are based in the United States. In terms of the gender
distribution, 50.6% of the users labeled themselves as
male, 38.5% of the users labeled themselves as female,
and 10.8% of the users remained unlabeled.

Since we are primarily focused on the temporal aspect of
listening to music, we initially only utilized the Track Dataset
for our baseline.

B. Temporal Listening Habits

As seen in Figure 1, song listening habits can be rather
“bursty”. That is, it is common for people to listen to the same
song (or same set sets of songs) over and over again in isolated
segments. In order to take these habits into consideration, we
picked graphical representations and models that work over
temporal segments.

C. Processing and Representation

1) k-NN: In the simplest form, we have a user-song matrix.
This core matrix can be thought as a bipartite representation
between users and songs. There are two ways we can represent
this matrix.

• Binary - This approach treats the entire user-song matrix,
A, as a binary matrix. That is, if a user i listened to song
j, then the i, j entry of the A is one.

• Weighted - This normalizes the user-song matrix by users
(rows). If user i has N total listens and has listened to
song j a total of n times, then the i, j entry of A would
be n/N . The idea of weighting songs is that if a user

likes a song, then they would have played it more than
once.

Characteristic Value
Total Number of Nodes 1527187
Total Number of Edges 15263516

Average Degree of Nodes 19.989

TABLE II: Network Details

2) Custom STG With Link Prediction: We implemented
a variation of the STG explained in [6]. To do so,
we split our <userid, timestamp, artistid,
artistname, trackid, trackname> tuple into
<userid, trackid> and <session, trackid>
tuples. A session node is a user node tied to a specific
period of time, which we defined to be a month of the
year. This means a user can listen to multiple songs within
a session, or the same song multiple times. The purpose
of an STG is to model the short and long term interests
of a particular user. The <userid, trackid> models
long term interests as the songs listened to are smoothed
over time and will include links to all past songs listened
to. Meanwhile, the <session, trackid> tuples are all
about short-term interests since they only look at particular
short-term interactions. Instead of having fixed weights ηu,
ηs for user-song and session-song edges, respectively, we will
instead multiply those weights by another factor. Specifically,
we will define the weight of an user-song edge as

wu(uid, tid) = ηu ·
playsu(tid)

playsu(uid)

where playsu(tid) is the number of plays for that song for that
user overall, and playsu(uid) is the number of total plays the
user has for all songs. Similarily, the weight of a session-song
edge is define as

ws(sid, tid) = ηs ·
playss(tid)

playss(sid)

where playss is focused on number of plays during the
session, instead of overall. The reason why we decided to re-
weight all the links is because we want to give more weight
into songs that have been played multiple times since those
songs are likely to be songs that the user enjoys listening too.

3) RNN Using Node Embeddings: In order to train our
RNN model, we first needed to find a graphical representation
so we could get meaningful graph representations. To that
end, we decided to generate a standard three-layered graph.
The first layer contains user nodes, the second contains track
nodes, and the third contains artist nodes. There exists an
edge from a user to a song if a user listens to a song once.
Furthermore, there exists an edge from a song to an artist if
the artist produced the song. All edges are undirected. We did
away with the session nodes because RNNs can be used for
predicting temporal data [5].



Fig. 2: Example of STG Representation

D. Splitting Dataset

1) k-NN: Our train/test/val split for the dataset was
80/10/10. The full train dataset was used for training. For the
validation and test dataset, a mask was further applied to create
a query set. The purpose of the mask was to hide songs that
users might have liked. The recommender system would then
try to recover those masked values.

2) Custom STG With Link Prediction: We also adopted
a 80/10/10 train/val/test split for this model. To do so, we
constructed new validation and test networks by randomly
removing connected edges from the original network. The
training/validation/test sets were then populated with the re-
moved edges, as well as an evenly random distribution of
valid/invalid edges. This was done to avoid class imbalance
in the data. Given the size of the network, it was infeasible
to include every potential edge connection in the network. We
will then run the supervised algorithm on the training set and
then evaluate it on the validation set.

3) RNN Using Node Embeddings: For our train dataset,
we constructed the graph with all the songs but only 80%
of the users. The remaining 20% were split equally between
validation and test.

VI. METHODS

A. Modeling Assumptions

We made several key modeling assumptions during this
project. First, we assumed that users liked every song that
they listened to. We also assumed that repetitive listens to a
song signified that the user liked the song more than their
other songs. In terms of the users themselves, we assumed
that there was no correlation between users (such as gender,
age, country, and signup date) other than through their music
history. We assume that there is a sub-sequence of songs from
their entire listening history that each user enjoys, which is
cycled.

B. k-NN

Using our parsed dataset, we created a model with the k-NN
algorithm. Given that the original dataset provided timestamps
for each listen, we first generated a more simplified dataset.
The new dataset grouped together the same song with different

timestamps by storing the number of listens for each song in a
user-song matrix, binary and weighted. Then, to determine the
closest neighbors, we used cosine similarity metric. The cosine
similarity is the cosine of the angle between two vectors. In
other words,

cosSim(A,B) = (A · B)/(||A|| · ||B||).

C. Node Embeddings

To aid in downstream machine learning tasks, we used
Node2Vec to transform all nodes to node embeddings. Node
embeddings allow us to represent the music network into d-
dimensional vectors, while preserving the relationships held
within the graph, which can be used as input to both our
models. For all of our tasks, we trained Node2Vec embeddings
with 64 dimensions each. The walk length was 40, and
the number of walks per node was 5. We kept the in-out
parameters values at default (1).

We selected these values for purely computational reasons.
Since Node2Vec stores the probability tables for second-degree
random walks, it has a space complexity of O(d2|V |), where
d is the average degree in the network [2]. For our network,
it already took approximately 700GB of RAM to train our
embeddings.

D. Custom STG With Link Prediction

Type Inputs Outputs
LINEAR emb 512

RELU 512 512
10x

LINEAR 512 512
RELU 512 512

SIGMOID 512 512

TABLE III: Architecture for Link Predictor

Given our STG, we applied Link Prediction by creating
a Binary Classifier. This was done by constructing a fully
connected network (FCN) with ReLu non-linearities. The
general architecture of the model is shown in Table III. For our
loss function, we experimented with both and Mean Squared
Error Loss and Binary Cross Entropy Loss, defined as:

LMSE(y, ŷ) =
1

|y|
||y − ŷ||22

LBCE = − 1

N

N∑
i

yi log(ŷi) + (1− yi) log(1− ŷi)

To train, we used the Adam Optimizer with default
paramters, while also including L2 Regularization.

E. RNN Using Node Embeddings

Our general RNN model is shown in Figure 3. We used
a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) structure for the network. At
every timestamp, we feed in the embedding en and get in
return the next hidden unit hn+1 and the output on. We then
pass the network through a FCN layer to ensure it is consistent



Fig. 3: RNN Model

Fig. 4: Results from using the k-NN Model; (Left) Binary;
(Right) Weighted.

with the class size. We finally run it through a softmax layer to
get the probabilities for each class. An argmax is then taken.
to get the prediction. For our loss function, we used the Cross-
Entropy Loss on the softmax outputs, which is defined as

LCE(y, ŷ) = −
N∑
i=1

−y(i) log ŷ(i).

To train, we used the Adam Optimizer over 10 epochs of
the training data. Due to memory limits of the GPU (NVidia
V100), we split the sequences for each user (which could
contain well over 1000 songs) up into batches of 300 songs
each. We trained over one sequence at a time.

VII. RESULTS AND FINDINGS

A. k-NN

Figures 4 shows our results from using k-NN using the
binary matrix approach. We evaluated the performance of the
k-NN by computing the Area Under the Receiver Operating
Characteristic Curve (AUC-ROC). The ROC Curve plots the
true positive rate against the false positive rate. The AUC of the
ROC curve can then be interpreted as a measure of separability
between classifying 0 and 1. The higher this value, the better
the model is at predicting whether someone would like a song
or not. These results show us the limitations of k-NNs. k-
NN’s using the binary matrix peaks at approximately 0.75
and requires a lot of neighbors to do so (approximately half
of the train set). Additionally, this is strategy not necessarily

Fig. 5: Song distribution on a log scale

ID Loss Reg (λ) LR HiddenSz BatchSz
1 MSE 1 · 10−5 0.1 512 4096
2 MSE 1 · 10−5 0.01 512 4096
3 MSE 1 · 10−5 0.001 512 4096
4 BCE 1 · 10−5 0.001 512 4096
5 MSE 1 · 10−1 0.001 128 4096

TABLE IV: Models used in Link Prediction

scalable; it takes a noticable amount of time to run k-NN on
the validation set once K becomes large. We also notice poorer
results when using the weighted dataset. We believe that this
is due to the fact that most songs do not have a significant
number of listens (Figure 5). Therefore, when computing the
final distribution, the weights might be skewed by some songs
with low listens even though the overall vectors might be
similar.

B. Custom STG With Link Prediction

We ran our model with various configurations and used
the MSE and BCE loss functions. Table IV shows all the
configurations we have tried. Table V show the final results.

We see that learning rate plays a major role when it comes
to training. Given a too high learning rate, we get the situation
that occurs in Figure 6, where the accuracy converges to
around 50%. Since our training data was a 50/50 split of
positive links and negative links, this means that the models
would mostly always output either all 0’s or all 1’s. In our
case, the model would mostly output all 0’s, since we had

Model Val Loss Val Acc Test Loss Test Acc
1 3.8172e+10 0.4986 4.1238e+10 0.4287
2 0.0855 0.8775 0.0845 0.8775
3 0.0792 0.8950 0.0782 0.8950
4 0.6943 0.5040 0.6943 0.5040
5 0.2517 0.4933 0.2517 0.4933

TABLE V: Results of Models for Link Prediction. Some did
not train the full 10 epochs and were stopped once graphs
showed convergence.



(a) Train Loss (b) Train Accuracy

(c) Validation Loss (d) Validation Accuracy

Fig. 6: Link Prediction Generic Training Results (With
Smoothing = 0.99). Please note the scale in the accuracy plots.

(a) Train Loss (b) Train Accuracy

(c) Validation Loss (d) Validation Accuracy

Fig. 7: Example training plots for link prediction with adequate
learning rate for the given task.

slightly more 0’s than one’s. Figure 7 gives an example of a
plot where we have a good learning rate. The result typically
converges around 90%.

Something else we noticed was that the training accuracy
and test accuracy were the same for a lot of cases. We have
analyzed our codebase and determined that this is not a bug.
We see that the loss is different in some cases, so it’s not
evaluating on the same test. Our hypothesis is that it has to do
with how we generated the negative samples. We can see this
because the number of edges that make up the given network
is only 0.001% of all possible edges in the graph, which means
that we generate degenerate edge cases where the edges are
likely not connected. The resulting error is perhaps due to the
model not being expressive enough. It would be interesting
to explore this even more, and experiment to see if there are
better ways to sample negative edges to create a more robust
classifier.

(a) Train Loss (b) Validation Loss

(c) Validation Accuracy

Fig. 8: RNN Training Results (With Smoothing = 0.99)

Dataset Loss Accuracy
Train 12.489 0.0785
Val 14.275 0.0448
Test 13.621 0.0688

TABLE VI: RNN Final Results

C. RNN with Node Embeddings

We present the training results in Figure 3. Given the
stochastic nature of his process, we show the smoothed train-
ing curves. We trained over 8 epochs and had a learning rate
of 0.001. Detailed final results are shown in Table VI.

We see that although the model performs better than random
chance (given 1.5 million classes), it is still weak. One possible
reason for this is because of the sparsity of information. The
reason why the STG performs a lot better is that temporal
information is encoded directly into the graph. We then only
need to operate on the graph and perform link prediction.
Meanwhile, the RNN operates on sequences, which only takes
in embeddings. It has to predict sequences where the final class
size is 1.5M, which is a lot harder to learn and much more
unstable numerically compared to simply learning a binary
classification scheme. Additionally, there is a heavy imbalance
of listens. Referring again to Figure 5, we see that most of the
songs have very few listens. Therefore, it might be very hard
to use an RNN for predictions given that we don’t have enough
information for what comes next in the first place.

D. Analysis of Embeddings

To better understand our results, we also analyzed the
embeddings. We randomly sampled 1000 track embeddings
and performed PCA on the resulting matrix. We then plotted
them on the first and second principal components. The results
are shown in Figure 9. We can see that clusterings are present
on the graph. However, most of the songs are heavily clustered
in one group, whereas the remainder songs are clustered
together in another. The results shown suggest that the songs
are clustered by “popularity”, where “popular” is defined as
the number of listens that a song has. We can see that the



Fig. 9: PCA of node embeddings

smaller cluster would represent songs that are listened to
frequently, while the larger cluster represents songs that were
listened to infrequently, or by only one user. This relationship,
where there are significantly more “unpopular” songs than
“popular” songs, is also reflected in the song distribution (see
Figure 5).

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

From our results, we see that being able to leverage graph
structure in full gives a huge boost when it comes to prediction
tasks. With the RNN, even though we use node embeddings
when predicting sequences, we do not actually take into
account the graph structure, which makes it very difficult
to learn a correct model. The STG and even k-NN have
information to the structure (with the STG using a much more
advanced graph and model), so they are both able to predict
missing links to a reasonable degree. Given that many things
can be represented as graphs, this shows the power of taking
advantage of latent information hidden in the setting itself, as
opposed to taking everything and throwing it into a generic
model.

IX. FUTURE WORK

This is a very exciting field, and a lot more work can be
done to create a better graph structure or model.

In addition to applying link prediction algorithms to the
original STG as we described above, we hope to experiment
with different variations of the network. While we emphasized
the significance of temporal features, we acknowledge that
interactions between songs might be extremely important as
well. This relation is especially so for new songs, where the
song is by a popular artist of the user. Therefore, in the future,
it would be interesting to incorporate artist information into
these STGs, just like we did when training embeddings for
the RNN. One particular strategy is to incorporate artist nodes
into the same graph. There are several ways this can work out:

• These nodes will link to songs. The edge weight between
artists and their songs will be simply degree 1.

• Create a new network using <userid, artistid>
and <session, artistid> tuples to be used along-
side the original STG. When recommending songs,
weight the recommendation by artist recommendation
as well. For example, let rsongs(userid) be a distri-
bution over all songs for the given userid. Instead of
basing recommendations off of this, we also factor in
rartists(userid) and multiply the all songs with the artist
and normalize. Then output this weighted recommenda-
tion instead. This can incorporate the temporal features
of the STG as well.

A similar type of modification can be done to the graph, but
with user features instead. Previously, we made the assumption
of removing user information from the graphs, such as gender,
age, country, and signup date. Including these features could
also provide a significant boost in recommending the proper
song at the proper time. Moreover, could include an additional
assumption to the data, which is to remove all songs in the
dataset that have only been listened to once. We would assume
that listening to a song once signifies no interest in the song,
and including this assumption would have greatly decreased
the size of our network.

Another thing we can look into is how we can improve the
RNN structure. Given the size of the output, it can be very
difficult to do this with some vanilla structure. One way to
potentially do this is to have a more advanced RNN structure,
such as a hierarchical structure, that partitions the music into
subsections first, and then into specific songs. For example, the
RNN can first predict genre, then artist, and then song. Not
only would this reduce the amount of work each RNN has
to do, it would also give intermediate information that can be
used when making recommendations. On the downside, this
means training multiple models, which could be very costly.
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